
You can't drone your 
way out of a problem.

A Cause Worth Supporting 
Many organizations already fight terrorism but they only deal with the tip of 
the iceberg. What can be done to stop it before it even starts? 
 
This holiday season, donate to Ideas Beyond Borders! We're a nonprofit 
organization founded by an Iraqi refugee who escaped violent extremism with 
the vow to prevent extremism before it takes root. 
 
We've created anti-extremist programs that are guided by acclaimed advisors 
(including Steven Pinker) and funded by people just like you. Together, we can 
empower the vulnerable with enlightened ideas and meaningful conversations 
that encourage alternatives to terror. IDEAS matter. Ideas can 

CHANGE THE WORLD.
- Steven Pinker

Harvard University Professor & 
IBB Advisory Board Member

House of Wisdom 2.0
Rekindling the Golden Age of the Middle East
Centuries ago the region embraced science, pluralism, and the open 
exchange of ideas. We're translating hundreds of articles, books and works 
from esteemed authors, influencers, and former extremists to make the 
inaccessible accessible to millions of people. 

Global Conversations
A Robust Forum for International Dialogue
Religious and political polarization is rising globally, forcing us to choose 
between conversation and violence. Global Conversations encourages civil 
dialogue about issues affecting us and brings people together for more 
reasonable action. 

OUR IMPACT

742
Articles 

Translated

12
Books

Translated

2.4M
People Engaging

Online

120
Countries
Reached

An Ask For Your Generosity

We can't wait to translate and distribute more content and enlightened 
ideas to millions more in 2019 and beyond. Quality translations, community 
management, and strategic, international distribution take expertise and 
money. Help us empower the world with enlightenment ideas and prevent 
extremism before it takes root. Every word translated and conversation 
started makes the world a better place. 
 
Our mission relies on you. Donations can be made directly to our office via 
check or via our Paypal donations page. Can't donate, but want to help in 
other ways? Help us spread the word. Forward this attachment, follow us 
on social media, and join the conversation. 

Get In Touch

244 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2594
New York, NY 10001, USA

646.844.4076
contact@ideasbeyondborders.org

ideasbeyondborders.org
 

General David Petraeus
2017 Interview with Business Insider


